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 .Let R be a ring with identity. Then R is called a dual ring if l r K s KR R
 . wand r l I s I for any left ideal K and any right ideal I of R. In 4,R R
xTheorems 3.9 and 5.3 , Hajarnavis and Norton have shown the following:
 .1 If R is a dual ring, then R is semiperfect.
 .2 If R is a dual ring, then any finitely generated right R-module
has finite Goldie dimension.
w xKurata and Hashimoto 9 have introduced the notion of dual-bimodules
 .  . wand have given generalizations of the results 1 and 2 above in 9,
xTheorem 2.10 and Proposition 2.6 .
Let M be a right R-module. Then M is called R-simple-injective if forR
any right ideal I, any homomorphism u : I “ M with Im u simple can be
extended to some homomorphism w : R “ M. We say that M is colocal if
 . M has the non-zero smallest submodule. We denote the socle resp. the
.  .   ..top of a module M by S M resp. T M , and the composition length of
< <M by M .
 . Let M be a right R-module and N a left ideal of R. Put l I s x gM
< 4  .  < 4M xI s 0 and r K s y g N Ky s 0 for any I ; N and any K ; M.N
w xThen in 3, Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 Fuller has shown the following result
 w x.see 1, Theorem 31.3 .
 .3 Let R be a right or left artinian ring and e and f primitive
idempotents of R. Then the following are equivalent.
 .  .  .a eR is an injective right R-module with S eR ( T fR .
 .  .  .  .  .b S eR ( T fR and S Rf ( T Re hold.
 .  .  .c l r eK s eK and r l If s If hold for any left ideal KM R f R f M
and any right ideal I.
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w xBaba and Oshiro 2, Theorems 1 and 2 have given generalizations of
this result in case R is a semiprimary ring. Moreover, related to Baba]
w xOshiro's results, in 7, Proposition 4.6 the following has been shown.
 .4 Let R be a left or right perfect ring and M a colocal right
 .  .R-module with S M ( T fR , where f is a primitive idempotent of R,
and put P s End M. Then the following are equivalent:
 .a Mf is colocal as both a left P-module and a right fRf-mod-P f R f
 . < <ule, r M s 0 and Rf - ‘.R f f R f
 .  .b The right R-module M is injective and l r K s K holdsM R f
for any submodule K of a left P-module M.
Let P and Q be rings, M a left P-module, and N a right Q-module.P Q
 .  .Then M, N is said to be a pair with respect to w , if there exists aP Q
P-Q-bilinear map w : M = N “ V for some P-Q-bimodule V . ForP Q P Q P Q
 <  . 4  <any X ; M and Y ; N, we denote y g N w X, y s 0 and x g M
 . 4  .  .  .w x, Y s 0 by r X and l Y , respectively. Then M, N is called aP Q
 .  .dual pair if lr K s K and rl L s L hold for any submodule K of M and
any submodule L of N. A right Q-module N is called quasi-dual if thereQ
 .exists a left P-module M such that M, N is a dual pair, and a ring RP P Q
is called right quasi-dual if the right R-module R is quasi-dual. Any dualR
w xring is clearly left and right quasi-dual. In 10, Theorem 9 , Kurata and
Tsuboi have shown that any right linearly compact ring is right quasi-dual.
In this paper, in Section 1 we shall show that any linearly compact
module is quasi-dual. Moreover we shall show that any quasi-dual module
over a semiperfect ring has finite Goldie dimension and show that if R is a
right quasi-dual ring, then R is semiperfect and any finitely generated
right R-module has finite Goldie dimension. In Section 2, using results in
 .  .Section 1, we shall show that in the above condition b of 4 , ``injective''
can be replaced by ``R-simple-injective.'' Moreover we shall give a result
 .related to 3 and give some characterizations for dual rings.
Throughout this paper we always assume that every ring has an identity
and every module is unitary. In particular, R always stands for a ring with
 .the Jacobson radical J. By M resp. M we stress what M is a rightR R
 .  .resp. left R-module. Let M be a module. Then L F M resp. L - M
 .signifies that L is a submodule of M resp. L F M and L / M . We
 .  .define the top for M by MrRad M , where Rad M denotes the radical
 w x .  .  .of M see 1 for the definition of the radical of M . By S M , T M , and
 .E M , we denote the socle, the top, and an injective hull of M, respec-
< <tively. We denote the composition length of M by M . Homomorphisms
will always act on the opposite side of scalars. We denote the set of
 .primitive idempotents of R by Pi R .
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1. DUAL PAIRS AND QUASI-DUAL RINGS
Let P and Q be rings, and M, N , and V a left P-module, a rightP Q P Q
Q-module, and a P-Q-bimodule, respectively. Let w : M = N “ V be a
 .P-Q-bilinear map. Then, we say that M, N is a pair with respect to wP Q
 w x.or simply a pair see 12, 17, 11 . Let M be a right R-module and f an
idempotent of R and put P s End M, Q s fRf. Then we always assume
 .that M, Rf signifies the pair with respect to the P-Q-bilinear map w :P Q
 .M = Rf “ Mf defined by w x, af s xaf ; x g M, af g Rf.
 .Let M, N be a pair with respect to w. Then for x g M, y g N andP Q
 .for X F M, Y F N , by xy we denote the element w x, y , and by XY weP Q
 < 4denote the P-Q-subbimodule of V generated by xy x g X, y g Y .P Q
 .   ..Moreover for A : M and B : N, we define submodules r A s r AN
 .   ..  .  < 4of N and l B s l B of M, as follows: r A s y g N Ay s 0 andQ M P
 .  < 4l B s x g M xB s 0 .
 . X XLet M, N be a pair. For submodules K F K F M, L F L F NP Q P Q
X X  X X . with KL s K L s 0, we have a pair KrK , LrL defined by x qP Q
X. X.  .K y q L s xy. This is called a pair induced from M, N . We denoteP Q
 .  .   ..the lattice of submodules of M resp. N by Lat M resp. Lat N .P Q P Q
 .  .  .We say that M, N satisfies l-ann resp. r-ann if lr K s K holds forP Q
  .any submodule K of M resp. rl L s L holds for any submodule L of
.  .  .N , and that M, N is a dual pair if M, N satisfies l-ann and r-ann.P Q P Q
 .  .Note that if M, N is a dual pair, then Lat M is lattice anti-isomor-P Q P
 .  .phic to Lat N via the correspondence X “ Y; where X s l Y andQ M
 .  .  .Y s r X . In particular, for submodules X F M i g I , r F X sN i P ig I i
 .   .. r X holds since l  r X s F X .ig I i ig I i ig I i
Let Q be a ring. A module N is called quasi-dual if there exists a dualQ
 .pair M, N with a ring P and a left P-module M, and a ring R isP Q P
called right quasi-dual if R is a quasi-dual module.R
 .Let M, N be a pair with respect to a P-Q-bilinear map w : M = NP Q P Q
 .“ U . Then we have natural homomorphisms l: M “ Hom N, UP Q P P Q
 .  . . .  .  ..and m: N “ Hom M, U defined by x l y s x m y s xy; x gQ P Q
wM and y g N. The following lemma is an analogous result of 9, Lemmas
x1.2 and 1.3 for dual pairs.
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let M, N be a pair with respect to a P-Q-bilinear mapP Q
 .w : M = N “ U and assume the map l: M “ Hom N, U definedP Q P Q P P Q
 . . .  .by x l y s xy; x g M, y g N is an isomorphism. For a submodule
K F N , the following are equi¤alent.Q
 .  .1 rl K s K.
 .2 NrK is U -torsionless, i.e., NrK is embeddable in a product ofQ Q Q
copies of U .Q
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 .Proof. Since the isomorphism l: M “ Hom N, U induces an iso-P P Q
 .  .  . . . morphism h: l K “ Hom NrK, U with x h y q K s xy x gP P Q
 . .  <  .4   . <l K , y g N , we have F Ker u u g Hom NrK, U s F r x rK x gQ
 .4  .l K s rl K rK. This implies the assertion.
w xIn 10, Theorem 9 , Kurata and Tsuboi have shown that any right
linearly compact ring is right quasi-dual. We have the following generaliza-
tion of this result for modules by modification of its proof.
THEOREM 1.2. Let M be a linearly compact right R-module and U anR R
injecti¤e cogenerator right R-module with essential socle and put S s End UR
U  .  U .and M s Hom M, U . Then the pair M , M with respect to theS R S R
U  .  . U .e¤aluation map e : M = M “ U ; e u , x s u x u g M , x g M is aS R
dual pair. In particular any linearly compact module is quasi-dual.
UU  U .Proof. Put M s Hom M , U . Since U is a cogenerator, anyP R
w xfactor module of M is U -torsionless. By 16, Theorem 3.6 , M isR R
UU  .  ..  .Q-reflexive. Hence the map m: M “ M defined by u m x s u x
 U . w xu g M , x g M is an isomorphism. Moreover by 16, Lemma 3.7 , any
factor module of MU is U-torsionless. On the other hand, the map l:S
U U  . . .  .  U .M “ M defined by u l x s u x u g M , x g M is an identity
U .map. Thus, by Lemma 1.1 M , M is a dual pair.S R
The converse of the last part of Theorem 1.2 does not necessarily hold
 w x.see, e.g., 4, Example 6.1; 18, Proposition 6.7 .
Let L be a submodule of a module M . Then we call a submodule KR R
of M an intersection complement of L in M if K is maximal with respect
to the property that L l K s 0. By Zorn's lemma, there exists such an
intersection complement K.
A module M is called complemented if for any submodule L of M,R
there exists a submodule K of M such that K is minimal with respect to
 .the property that L q K s M. In this case, K is called an addition- com-
plement of L in M.
LEMMA 1.3. Any submodule and any factor module of a quasi-dual
module is also quasi-dual.
 .Proof. Let N be a quasi-dual module and M, N a dual pair. IfQ P Q
  . .K is a submodule of N , then the induced pairs Mrl K , K andQ P Q
  . .l K , NrK are dual. Thus K and NrK are quasi-dual modules.P Q Q Q
 w x.LEMMA 1.4 cf. 16, Proposition 2.6 . A quasi-dual module is comple-
mented.
 .Proof. Let N be a quasi-dual module, M, N a dual pair, andQ P Q
 .  .L F N . If K is an intersection complement of l L in M, then r K is aQ P
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 .complement of L in N since Lat M is lattice anti-isomorphic toP
 .Lat N . Thus N is complemented.Q Q
w xFollowing Hajarnavis and Norton 4 , a ring R is called dual if K s
 .  .l r K and I s r l I are satisfied for any left ideal K and any rightR R R R
w xideal I of R. In 9 , Kurata and Hashimoto have introduced the notion of
dual-bimodules as a generalization of dual rings, that is; a P-Q-bimodule
 .  .U is called a left dual-bimodule if l r K s K and r l L s L holdP Q P U U P
for any K F P and any L F U , and U is called a dual-bimodule if U is aP Q
left and right dual-bimodule. Any dual ring R is clearly left and right
quasi-dual, and if U is a right dual-bimodule, then Q is a right quasi-dualP Q
ring and U is a quasi-dual module.P
w xHajarnavis and Norton 4 have shown that a dual ring is semiperfect. By
w x  w x.8, Theorem 11.3.1 or 18, Proposition 3.13 , a ring R is semiperfect if
and only if R is complemented. Hence by Lemma 1.4, we have theR
wfollowing corollary, which is a generalization of 4, Theorem 3.9; 9, Theo-
xrem 2.10; 16, Corollary to Theorem 3.10 .
COROLLARY 1.5. A right quasi-dual ring is semiperfect.
 .Let M, N be a dual pair and Z F W F N and put Y s WrZ andP Q Q
 .  .  .X s l Z rl W . Then the induced pair X, Y is dual.P P Q
We say that a module M is quotient finite dimensional if any factorR
module of M has finite Goldie dimension.
 .LEMMA 1.6. Let P and Q be rings and M, N a dual pair. AssumeP Q
 .  .that X, Y is a dual pair induced from M, N , and Y s [ Y forP Q P Q iig I
 .  .  .some 0 / Y F Y i g I . Then there exist 0 / X F X i g I such thati i
X s [ X , X Y / 0 for any i g I, and X Y s 0 for any i / j. Thereforei i i i jig I
M is quotient finite dimensional if and only if so is N .P Q
X  X. XProof. Put Y s [ Y and X s l Y . Since F Y s 0, we havei j i i ig I ij/ i
 X .X s l F Y s  X . On the other hand, for any element j g I,ig I i ig I i
X X  .  X X.Y q F Y s [ Y q Y s Y, so X F  X s l Y q F Y sj i/ j i i j j i/ j i j i/ j ii/ j
0, which implies  X s [ X . Therefore X s [ X . Since Y oig I i i i iig I ig I
X  . X  .Y s r X and Y ; Y s r X for any j / i, we have X Y / 0 andi i j i i i i
X Y s 0.i j
wThe proof of the following theorem is essentially due to Baba]Oshiro 2,
xTheorem 2 .
 .THEOREM 1.7. Let P be a ring, Q a semiperfect ring, and M, N aP Q
dual pair. Then both M and N are quotient finite dimensional.P Q
 .Proof. Assume that there exists a dual pair X, Y induced fromP Q
 . ‘  .M, N such that Y s [ y Q with y / 0 i s 1, 2, . . . . Since Q is aP Q i iis1
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 .semiperfect ring, we may assume that y s y e i s 1, 2, . . . for somei i
primitive idempotent e of Q. By Lemma 1.6 there exist X F X i si
. ‘1, 2, . . . such that X s [ X , X y / 0 for all i and X y s 0 if i / j.i i i i jis1
‘  .Put W s  y y y Q. Then Y s y Q q W. Next we show that y f W.is2 i 1 1 1
n  .Suppose y g W. Then, for some n G 2, y g  y y y Q, hence1 1 is2 i 1
n n  .  .[ y Q s  y y y Q. But all the modules y Q and y y y Q arei is2 i 1 i i 1is1
<  n . < <  n  . . <local, so we have T [ y Q s n and T  y y y Q F n y 1, whichi is2 i 1is1
is a contradiction. Thus y f W holds as required. In particular W s1
‘  .  . y y y Q - Y s y Q q W. Hence there exists an element x g l Wis2 i 1 1
 .   ..  .y l Y i.e., 0 / x g l W . Then we have x y y y s 0 and xy / 0, soi 1 1
 . mxy s xy / 0 for any i i s 1, 2, . . . . But if we represent x as x s  x ,i 1 is1 i
x g X , we have xy s m x y s 0, a contradiction. This showsi i mq1 is1 i mq1
that N is quotient finite dimensional. Moreover it follows from Lemma 1.6
that M is quotient finite dimensional.
Remark 1. Let f be an idempotent of R and put Q s fRf. Assume that
Rf is a quasi-dual module. Then by Lemma 1.3, Corollary 1.5 andQ
Theorem 1.7, the ring Q is semiperfect, and Rf is quotient finiteQ
dimensional since Q is a submodule of Rf .Q Q
Remark 2. For a submodule L of a right R-module M, M is quotient
finite dimensional if and only if so are both L and MrL. In particular if
 .each right R-module M i s 1, 2, . . . , n is quotient finite dimensional,i
then so is the direct sum [n M .iis1
w xHajarnavis and Norton 4 have shown the following: Any finitely gener-
ated module over a dual ring has finite Goldie dimension. Kurata and
w xHashimoto 9 have generalized this result by using dual-bimodules. By
Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 1.7, every right quasi-dual ring R is quotientR
finite dimensional. Hence by Remark 2, we have the following theorem,
w xwhich is a generalization of 4, Theorem 5.3; 9, Proposition 2.6 .
THEOREM 1.8. Let R be a right quasi-dual ring. Then any finitely gener-
ated right R-module has finite Goldie dimension.
Remark 3. Let U be a dual-bimodule. Then Kurata and HashimotoP Q
w x n9, Proposition 2.6 have shown that for any n G 1, U is quotient finiteQ
dimensional. This fact is also seen from Corollary 1.5, Theorem 1.7, and
Remark 2 since Q is a right quasi-dual ring and U is a quasi-dual module.Q
 w x.Propositions 2.9 and 2.12 and their corollaries or 15, Lemma 11 in
w x  w16 essentially imply the following lemma also see 18, Propositions 1.6,
x.1.7, 1.9, 18.2, and 18.3 and Corollary 18.4 .
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LEMMA 1.9. Let M be a right R-module with quotient finite dimension.
Then the following hold.
 .1 If R is a right perfect ring, then M is noetherian.
 .2 If R is a left perfect ring, then M is artinian.
Therefore, if R is a left or right perfect ring such that R is quotient finiteR
dimensional, then R is right artinian.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.7 and Lemma 1.9, we have the follow-
ing.
COROLLARY 1.10. Let R be a left or right perfect ring and f an idempotent
of R and put Q s fRf. If Rf is a quasi-dual module, then the ring Q is rightQ
artinian and Rf has finite length. In particular, any right quasi-dual and leftQ
or right perfect ring is right artinian.
Remark 4. Let P and Q be rings and U a P-Q-bimodule whichP Q
 .  . defines a Morita duality. Then P, U and U, Q are dual pairs seeP Q P Q
w x.1, Exercise 24.7 , and in particular, Q is a right quasi-dual ring. Thus
from Corollaries 1.5 and 1.10, we immediately obtain the following well-
 .  .known facts: 1 The ring Q is semiperfect, 2 if Q is a left or right perfect
ring, then Q is right artinian.
2. R-SIMPLE-INJECTIVE MODULES
An idempotent e of a ring R is called local if eRe is a local ring. We say
 .that a module L is colocal if L has the non-zero smallest submodule.R R
 .  .Let M, N be a pair and put U s MN. We call M, N colocal ifP Q P Q P Q
 . both U and U are colocal. We call M, N left faithful resp. rightP Q P Q
.  .   . .  .faithful if l N s 0 resp. r M s 0 , and M, N faithful if it is leftP Q
 .and right faithful. We call M, N finite if both M and N have finiteP Q P Q
w xlength. Following 5 , a right R-module M is called R-simple-injective if
for any right ideal I, any homomorphism u : I “ M with Im u simple can
be extended to some homomorphism w : R “ M.
w xLEMMA 2.1 7, Lemma 3.4 . Let M be a right R-module and f a local
 .idempotent of R. Assume M, Rf is a faithful colocal pair, where P sP Q
End M and Q s fRf. Then the following are equi¤alent.
 .1 M is R-simple-injecti¤e.R
 .  .2 M, Rf satisfies r-ann.P Q
w x wThe following theorem is a generalization of 11, Proposition 2.9 and 7,
x  .  .Proposition 4.6 . In this theorem, the equivalence of 2 and 3 and the
w xlast part are due to 7 .
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THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a left or right perfect ring, M an indecomposable
 .  .right R-module, and M, Rf a faithful colocal pair, where f g Pi R ,P Q
P s End M , and Q s fRf. Then the following are equi¤alent.R
 .  .1 The pair M, Rf is finite.P Q
 .  .2 The pair M, Rf is dual.P Q
 .  .3 M is R-simple-injecti¤e and the pair M, Rf satisfies l-ann.R P Q
Moreo¤er in case the abo¤e conditions are satisfied, M is injecti¤e.R
 .  . w xProof. 1 m 2 . By Corollary 1.10 and 11, Lemma 1.3 .
 .  .2 m 3 . By Lemma 2.1.
 . w xIn case the pair M, Rf is finite, M is injective by 7, Theorem 4.4 .p Q R
 .  .LEMMA 2.3. Let M, N be a pair, e resp. f an idempotent of PP Q
 .  .  .resp. Q , and K F N , and put H s l K , L s r l K .Q M N M
 .  .  .  .1 Assume l Kf s l K . If Kf s r l Kf , then Lf s Kfe M e M N f e M
holds.
 .  .  .  .  .2 Assume l Kf s l K and r eH s r H . If K se M e M N f N f
 .   ..  .r l K s r H , then Kf s r l Kf holds.N M N N f e M
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 Let x g L. Then l Kf xf s l K xf F l K xf s 0.e M e M M
 .Hence xf g r l Kf s Kf, so Lf ; Kf. Thus we have Lf s Kf.N f e M
 .  .  .  .2 It holds that l Kf s l K s l K l eM s H l eM s eH.e M e M M
 .  .  .  .Hence r l Kf s r eH s r H s r H l Nf s K l Nf s Kf.N f e M N f N f N
 .LEMMA 2.4. Let M, N be a pair and put U s MN .P Q P Q
 .  41 Let S s f , f , . . . , f be a set of idempotents of Q with 1 s f1 2 n Q 1
q f q ??? qf . Assume that for each f g S, there is an idempotent e of P2 n
 .  .such that eU, Qf is left faithful and eM, Nf satisfies r-ann.e Pe f Q f e Pe f Q f
 .Then M, N satisfies r-ann.P Q
 .  .  .2 Let e resp. f be an idempotent of P resp. Q . Assume that
 .  .  .eU, Qf is left faithful, eP, Uf is right faithful, and M, Ne Pe f Q f e Pe f Q f P Q
 .satisfies r-ann. Then eM, Nf satisfies r-ann.e Pe f Q f
 .  .  .Proof. If the pair eU, Qf is left faithful, then l Kf s l Ke Pe f Q f e M e M
 .is satisfied for any K F N since Kf s KQf, and similarly if eP, UfQ e Pe f Q f
 .  .is right faithful, then r eH s r H is satisfied for any H F M. ThusN f N f P
the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3.
 .  .  .We call eR, Rf an i-pair if 1 e and f are local idempotents and 2
 .  .  .  .eR and Rf are colocal modules with S eR ( T fR and S Rf ( T ReR R
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 w x w x.see 2 and 6 . Note that in case e and f are local idempotents of R,
 .  .eR, Rf is an i-pair if and only if eR, Rf is a faithful colocal pair,P Q
 w x.where P s eRe and Q s fRf see, e.g., 7, Lemma 3.2 .
w x  .Following Nicholson and Yousif 13 , a ring R is called left resp. right
 .simple-injective if R resp. R is R-simple-injective. The direct sumR R
[n M of right R-modules M is R-simple-injective if and only if M isi i iis1
R-simple-injective for each i. In the following proposition, the implication
 .  . w xfrom 3 to 1 is due to 13 .
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a semiperfect ring. Then the following are
equi¤alent.
 .  .  .1 The pair R, R satisfies r-ann and for each e g Pi R thereR R
 .  .exists f g Pi R such that eR, Rf is an i-pair.
 .  .  .  .2 For each e g Pi R , there exists f g Pi R such that eR, Rf isP Q
an i-pair satisfying r-ann, where P s eRe and Q s fRf.
 .3 R is a right simple-injecti¤e ring and R has an essential socle.R
Moreo¤er in case the abo¤e conditions are satisfied, R has an essential socle.R
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 m 2 . Since in case eR, Rf is an i-pair, eR, Rf isP Q
faithful, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.4.
 .  .2 « 3 . By Lemma 2.1.
 .  . w x3 « 1 . By 13, Proposition 1 and its proof.
The last assertion is clear.
 .  .  .Let e, f g Pi R . By Lemma 2.1, in case eR, Rf is an i-pair, eR, RfP Q
is a dual pair if and only if both eR and Rf are R-simple-injective,R R
where P s eRe and Q s fRf. Moreover we have the following proposition,
w xwhich is related to 3, Theorem 3.4 .
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be a ring and e, f g Pi R . Then the following
are equi¤alent.
 .  .1 The pair eR, Rf is dual, where P s eRe and Q s fRf.P Q
 .  .2 eR, Rf is an i-pair and both eR and Rf are R-simple-injecti¤e.R R
 .  .3 The idempotents e and f are local with S eR f / 0 and both eRR R
and Rf are R-simple-injecti¤e.R
 .  .  .Proof. 1 m 2 . By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that if eR, Rf isP Q
 .  .a dual pair, then eR, Rf is an i-pair. Assume that eR, Rf is a dualP Q
pair. By Remark 1, e and f are local idempotents. Since the dual pair
 .   . .  .eR, Rf induces a dual pair eRreR 1 y e , eRf and eRreR 1 y eP Q P Q P
( eRe is a local module, eRf is a colocal module and similarly eRf is aP Q P
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 .colocal module. Hence eR, Rf is a faithful colocal pair and conse-P Q
 .quently eR, Rf is an i-pair.
 .  .2 « 3 . Trivial.
 .  .  .3 « 2 . Since eR is an R-simple-injective module with S eR f /R
 .  .  w0, Rf is a colocal module with S Rf ( T Re see, e.g., the proof of 11,R
x.Corollary 2.6 , so by the same argument eR is a colocal module withR
 .  .  .S eR ( T fR . Hence eR, Rf is an i-pair.
By Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.2 we have the following.
 .COROLLARY 2.7. Let R be a left or right perfect ring, e, f g Pi R , and
put P s eRe and Q s fRf. Then the following are equi¤alent.
 .  .1 The pair eR, Rf is an i-pair and finite.P Q
 .  .2 The pair eR, Rf is dual.P Q
 .  .3 Both eR and Rf are R-simple-injecti¤e and T fR is isomorphicR R R
 .to a direct summand of S eR .R
Moreo¤er in case the abo¤e conditions are satisfied, both eR and Rf areR R
injecti¤e.
Let R be a dual ring. Then for any right ideal I of R, the dual pair
 .   . .  .R,R induces a dual pair Rrl I , I and Rrl I has a maximalR R R R R
submodule, so I has a minimal submodule as stated in the IntroductionR
w x  win 4 . Thus R has an essential socle also see 4, Lemma 3.2 andR
x.Theorem 3.5 . This also shows the last part of the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.8. Let R be a dual ring. Then for any primiti¤e idempotent e of
 .R, there is a primiti¤e idempotent f of R such that eR, Rf is a dual i-pair,P Q
where P s eRe and Q s fRf. In particular, both R and R ha¤e essentialR R
socles.
Proof. By Corollary 1.5, R is a semiperfect ring. Since the dual pair
 .   . .  . R, R induces a dual pair RrR 1 y e , eR and RrR 1 y e (R R R R R R
.Re is a local module, eR is a colocal module and similarly Rg is aR R
 .  .  .  .colocal module for any g g Pi R . If S eR ( T fR ; f g Pi R , we have
 .  . S eR s aR for some a s eaf g eRf. Then Ra is simple since r Ra s 1R
.  .  .y f R [ fJ is a maximal submodule of R . Hence S Rf s Ra ( T ReR
 .  .  .and eR, Rf is an i-pair, so eR, Rf is faithful. Thus by Lemma 2.4 2 ,P Q
 .eR, Rf is a dual pair.P Q
By Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.5 we have the following proposition.
 .  .The implication 1 « 3 in the proposition is due to Hajarnavis and
w x  w x.Norton 4 see Proposition 5.2 and Section 3 in 4 and the implication
 .  . w x3 « 1 is proved by Nicholson and Yousif 14, Proposition 4.3 .
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PROPOSITION 2.9. Let R be a semiperfect ring. Then the following are
equi¤alent.
 .1 R is a dual ring.
 .2 For any primiti¤e idempotent e of R, there is a primiti¤e idempotent
 .f of R such that eR, Rf is a dual pair, where P s eRe and Q s fRf.P Q
 .3 R is a left and right simple-injecti¤e ring and R has an essentialR
socle.
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